
KIMBERLY BROWN, CAREER + LEADERSHIP EXPERT



ABOUT THE BOOK:

Kimberly Brown, author of Next Move, Best Move: Transitioning into a Career You’ll 
Love, leaves no stone unturned with this thorough, expert guide for professionals 
seeking to understand how to navigate the world of work, from beginning to end, 
starting with uncovering personal and professional values in an effort to align their 
expertise and skills to roles and companies that will finally change the trajectory of 
their career and set them up to be leaders in the workforce. As a former career 
development adviser in some of the nation’s top universities and a diversity + inclusion 
professional in a Fortune 100 company, Brown has recognized that people work for 
the sake of working without understanding how to leverage their unique gifts and 
position themselves for success. As a result, Next Move, Best Move: Transitioning into 
a Career You’ll Love shares transformational lessons to ensure success and puts the 
ball back in your court. In Brown’s highly acclaimed book, a specific, effective 
framework is unveiled to ensure each reader channels and utilizes their highest 
potential as they regain control and steer professional opportunities in their favor, 
gaining key information as to:

● Taking stock of their experiences to ensure strategic career moves
● Discovering how  to cultivate and maintain fruitful relationships that support  

career growth
● Uncovering how to build a two-year career strategy to move you into future 

leadership positions 
● Gaining a deeper look into personal and professional branding to ensure 

alignment with leadership capabilities and career goals 
● Learning how to use their voice in the workplace to advocate for themselves

ABOUT THE AUTHOR:
Author, leadership expert, and entrepreneur, 
Kimberly Brown, has been featured in Forbes, 
MONEY Magazine, The Wall Street Journal, 
CNBC, Fox 5, among many others, and is a 
proud graduate of Long Island University, 
earning a Bachelor of Science in business 
administration and Master of Science in 
counseling. Through Brown’s professional 
experiences as a career development adviser 
in some of the nation’s top universities and a 
diversity + inclusion professional in a Fortune 
100 company, her highly celebrated book 
works in tandem with her experiences and 
sought-after leadership development 
company, Manifest Yourself, which provides 
fail-proof solutions to companies looking to 
engage and retain their workforce. 

WWW.KIMBERLYBONLINE.COM

PROGRAMMING 
OPTIONS

Next Move, Best Move 
Fireside Chat

45 - 60-minutes
An immersive experience with 
Kimberly B. Brown  and a 
leader from your organization 
engaging in a 40 minute 
guided discussion with a 
facilitator of your choosing 
directly followed by a 20 
minute audience Q&A.

$12,500

Next Move, Best Move 
Keynote Presentation + 

Q&A

60 - 75-minutes
An interactive workshop 
breaking down the four key 
segments of the book with 
special attention on how 
attendees can advocate for 
themselves throughout their 
career directly followed by a 
20 minute audience Q&A.

$16,500

100 books (individually shipped) 
are included with each program.

Custom programming options 
are available.

For booking, please email 

Kimberly Brown
kimberly@manifestyourself.com

It’s time for you to make your 
next best career move.



Sister Circle Live on TV One
“How Black Women Can Break 

The Glass Ceiling”

October 2019

SXSW
“Thriving in a Gig Economy”

March 2019

MONEY Magazine 
Building A Network In Your Field – 

Best Practices and Tips, 
Burning Money Questions 

December 2019 

See Kimberly Brown in Action

SXSW
Stop Dreaming + Start Planning: 
Creating a 90-Day Action Plan

March 2019

Fox5 Good Day Atlanta
Stop Dreaming + Start Planning 

Workbook

February 2020

MONEY Magazine
The Importance Of Diversity In 
The Workplace + How To Be An 

Ally

June 2020

https://youtu.be/OhCkItviQSM
https://youtu.be/OhCkItviQSM
https://www.sxsw.com/
https://youtu.be/VakBYGKUZvM
https://youtu.be/SCT0I7x40Gs
https://youtu.be/SCT0I7x40Gs
https://youtu.be/SCT0I7x40Gs
https://youtu.be/OhCkItviQSM
https://youtu.be/VakBYGKUZvM
https://youtu.be/xIaNmLjqaYo
https://www.sxsw.com/
https://youtu.be/xIaNmLjqaYo
https://youtu.be/xIaNmLjqaYo
https://youtu.be/5mG3BILzXvs
https://youtu.be/5mG3BILzXvs
https://youtu.be/5mG3BILzXvs
https://youtu.be/npTHKCVF5dk
https://youtu.be/npTHKCVF5dk
https://youtu.be/npTHKCVF5dk
https://youtu.be/npTHKCVF5dk
https://youtu.be/SCT0I7x40Gs


Additional Programming Options
*Kimberly offers a suite of 20+ workshops through Manifest Yourself that are also available for private 

organizations. Please advise if you would like to discuss other program options*

Understanding and Communicating Your 
Professional Value in the Workplace

Learning Objective: To understand what your value is in the workplace and how to 
showcase it online and offline.

Mastering Workplace Communication
Learning Objective: To understand workplace communication styles to improve day to 

day interactions

What It Takes to Build Winning Relationships to 
Create Your Board of Directors

Learning Objective: To understand the process of building key relationships and 
mentorship in the workplace

Creating + Presenting Strategic Ideas
Learning Objective: To understand the process to present strategic ideas and gain 

confidence in communicating the solutions to company leadership

Leading as an Individual Contributor
Learning Objective: To communicate your value in career conversations to position 

yourself as a leader

Resilience and Leadership Through Change
Learning Objective: To understand resilience and how it impacts you, your team and 

success.

Performance Management: Advocating for Yourself and Others
Learning Objective: To evaluate your own performance, articulate your strengths with 
your manager and plan for a high-performance year ahead while integrating allyship 

and inclusion + diversity in the workplace.



For booking, please email 
Kimberly Brown | kimberly@manifestyourself.com | 646 - 886 - 3810


